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Alto 1 Funky

To Alto

A

B

C

Solo

G7

A7

C

D7

G7

G7

G7

G7

C7
in udder words:
get hairy
**WONDERBAG**

(as recorded by Buddy Rich on "Buddy & Soul")

Solo with Tenor/Trumpet

Comp. + Arr.: Kim Richmond
WONDERBAG
(as recorded by Buddy Rich on "Buddy & Soul")

Comp. & Arr.: Kim Richmond

Piano

A

G⁷ E⁷ G⁷ G⁷ G⁷

E⁷ G⁷ G⁷

E⁹ C⁷ E⁷ F⁷ G⁷

B

Ab G⁷ Ab E⁷ G⁷

Ab G⁷ Ab E⁷ G⁷

C

G⁷ E⁷ G⁷ G⁷ E⁷

G⁷ E⁷ C⁷ E⁷ F⁷ G⁷

Ab G⁷ Ab E⁷ G⁷ Ab

G⁷ Ab E⁷ G⁷
WONDERBAG

(as recorded by Buddy Rich on "Buddy & Soul")

Drums

Comp. + Arr.: Kim Richmond